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Nepal is among the most vulnerable countries with regard to 

climate change. The study includes climate change 

phenomenon, its effect on crop production, perception of local 

respondents and measures of the adaptation. Bhimdattnagar 

Municipality of Kanchanpur district in Far-Western Nepal was 

selected for the study because it is directly linked to the 

reserve and also lies in the vicinity of Mahakali River. It is a 

more productive area and people living in the area are mainly 

dependent on agriculture and livestock to fulfill the basic need. 

This study showed that current illiteracy rate of respondents 

was only 42.42% and 81.10% respondents engaged in 

agriculture. The major crops grown in the area were maize, 

wheat and paddy. Paddy production was found fluctuated with 

erratic rainfall pattern, but according to 65.20% of 

respondents, maize yield has decreased over the last 5 years. 

71% households were dependent on agriculture products as a 

source of fodder because the entry of local people inside the 

park was restricted to collect fodder. Majority of the 

respondents (60%) accepted that temperature was the most 

rapidly changing climatic factor followed by 23% respondents 

with rainfall due to climate change. Hydrometeorological data 

(from year 1980-2011) were analyzed by using XLSTAT 

software and tested by Man-Kendall test. The maximum 

temperature in Kanchanpur district was found annually 

decreasing by 0.0159 ºC but minimum temperature was 

annually increased by 0.0519 ºC, statistically annual mean 

rainfall trend of Kanchanpur district was decreased by 2.1489 

mm and monsoon rainfall was decreased by 6.414 mm. 

Climate change adjustment (CCA) is a reaction to a worldwide 

temperature alteration (otherwise called "atmosphere 

change"). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC) characterizes adjustment as: 'the procedure of 

acclimation to genuine or anticipated atmosphere and its 

belongings. In human frameworks, adjustment looks to direct 

or maintain a strategic distance from damage or endeavor 

helpful chances. In some common frameworks, human 

intercession may encourage acclimation to expected 

atmosphere and its effects'. This alteration incorporates 

numerous territories, for example, infrastructure, agriculture 

and instruction. Regardless of whether emanations are settled 

generally soon, an Earth-wide temperature boost and its 

belongings will last numerous years because of the postpone 

times brought about by past an unnatural weather change, 

and adjustment would be important to the subsequent 

changes in climate. 

Adjustment activities can be considered as either gradual 

adjustment (activities where the focal point is to keep up the 

quintessence and respectability of a framework) or 

transformational adjustment (activities that change the central 

properties of a framework in light of environmental change 

and its impacts). The requirement for adjustment changes here 

and there, contingent upon the affectability and weakness to 

natural impacts. Adaptation is particularly significant in 

creating nations since those nations are enduring the worst 

part of the impacts of worldwide warming. Human versatile 

limit is unevenly circulated across various areas and populaces, 

and creating nations for the most part have less ability to 

adapt. Versatile limit is firmly connected to social and 

monetary development. The financial expenses of adjustment 

to environmental change are probably going to cost billions of 

dollars every year for the following quite a few years, however 

the specific measure of cash required is unknown. 

The adjustment challenge develops with the greatness and the 

pace of environmental change. Indeed, even the best 

environmental change mitigation through decrease of ozone 

depleting substance (GHG) discharges or upgraded expulsion 

of these gases from the air (through carbon sinks) would not 

forestall further environmental change impacts, making the 

requirement for adjustment unavoidable. However 

environmental change might be a lot for some characteristic 

biological systems, for example, coral reefs, to have the option 

to adapt. Others are worried that atmosphere adjustment 

projects may meddle with the current advancement projects 

and consequently lead to unintended ramifications for 

defenseless groups. The financial and social expenses of 

unmitigated environmental change would be extremely 

high.Human-prompted warming is probably going to prompt 

huge scope and conceivably irreversible changes in physical 

frameworks, for example, the seas and the cryosphere (areas 

secured by day off ice). Projections propose an expansion in 

extraordinary climate occasions, for example, substantial 

precipitation, progressively exceptional tempests and warmth 

waves. Dissolving ice will add to the ocean level ascent, with 

ramifications for beach front networks, environments and 
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urban communities. Sea fermentation is probably going to 

have far reaching impacts in marine species, including the loss 

of coral networks. Versatile limit is the capacity of a framework 

(human, normal or figured out how) to acclimate to 

environmental change (counting atmosphere inconstancy and 

boundaries) to direct possible harms, to make the most of 

chances, or to adapt to consequences. As a property, versatile 

limit is unmistakable from adjustment itself. Those social 

orders that can react to change rapidly and effectively have a 

high versatile capacity. High versatile limit doesn't really 

convert into fruitful adjustment. 


